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Abstract 

FlexRay,  developed by a  consortium of  over  hundred automotive companies,  is  a real-time in-

vehicle communication protocol for automotive networks. It is being used as a higher-performance, 

time-triggered, and deterministic serial bus in automobiles for many safety-critical and  x-by-wire 

systems.  In x-by-wire systems the hydraulic  parts  of  systems such as  steering and braking are 

replaced with  electronics.  As x-by-wire  systems  are  safety-critical,  they must  be  fault-tolerant, 

deterministic,  and should  have  synchronized  time  base  (global  time).  FlexRay fulfils  all  these 

requirements as it is a deterministic and fault-tolerant serial bus system with data rates of 10 Mbps 

for extremely safety- and time-critical applications. As, FlexRay has become the de-facto standard 

for  high  speed  safety-critical  communications  in  automotive  domain,  and  timing  analysis  of 

FlexRay still continues to generate significant research interest. 

The  FlexRay  allows  both  time-triggered  and  event-triggered  messages.  The  static  (ST) 

segment allows time-triggered transmission, while dynamic (DYN) segment allows event-triggered 

transmission.  As  the  DYN segment  transmits  messages  based  on  their  priorities;  so  the  delay 

suffered by a message depends on the interferences by its higher priority messages. Computing 

interferences of the higher priority messages is a challenging problem for the DYN segment of 

FlexRay [32]. So, in order to compute interferences of the higher priority messages one way is to 

use simulation technique. 

The SystemC simulator proposed in this thesis is used to model and simulate the behaviour 

of the DYN segment of the FlexRay protocol. This modelling and simulation is done on system 

level using the system description language SystemC. The simulator estimates the delay suffered by 

a message instances because of the interferences of higher priority messages. This estimation of 

delay is done by taking no-jitter/jitter into consideration. Finally, in both the cases the delay suffered 

by each and every message instance is plotted. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction
FlexRay, developed by a wide consortium of automotive companies, is a real-time communication 
protocol for automotive networks. It is the most popular communication protocol and cars equipped 
with FlexRay are already in the market. Although, Ethernet is gaining importance as an automotive 
communication protocol [31], it is not expected to replace FlexRay. Both Ethernet and FlexRay are 
expected to co-exist and are inter-connected via gateways. Hence, timing analysis of FlexRay is still 
important research area [32], and this thesis is focused on it. 

Organisation Of This Thesis
➢ Chapter 1 introduces the basic In-Vehicle communication protocols which are available 

today. In this chapter all wired communication protocols are introduced. 

➢ Chapter 2 investigates FlexRay communication protocol in detail, presenting FlexRay 
communication architecture, FlexRay bus access. It presents details of FlexRay dynamic 
segment as it is important part of the thesis. 

➢ Chapter 3 talks about the modeling and implementation of Simulator for the FlexRay 
dynamic segment using SystemC language. 

➢ Chapter 4 presents the results of implementation of dynamic segment of FlexRay protocol 
in the form of graphs. 

➢ Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis, discusses conclusion and future work. 

1.1 In-Vehicle Networks 

Today's vehicles (cars) use different types of electronic components such as Engine Control Module 
(ECM),  Transmission  Control  Module  (TCM),  Brake  Control  Module  (ABS),  Body  Control 
Module (BCM) etc. In automotive industry all these components with processor are called by one 
generic  term  as  Electronic  Control  Unit  (ECU).  A vehicle  has  many  ECUs,  and  due  to  the 
advancement  in  the  technology  modern  vehicles  have  80-100  ECUs  [1].  For  safety-critical 
applications (applications for which safety is more important) all ECUs must exchange data quickly 
and reliably for performing a particular task or function such as applying a brake. Initially all the 
ECUs were connected using wires,  which resulted in  complex wiring,  and this  wiring changes 
depending on the ECUs included in the vehicle. These requirements led to the development of a  
central network called In-Vehicle Networks. 

In-vehicle  networks  generally  have  standard  for  both  software  and  hardware.  Initial 
software  standards were  proposed  by  HIS  group  (founded  by  the  German  OEM’s  (Original 
Equipment Manufacturer) Audi, BMW, Daimler, Porsche and Volkswagen) and OSEK. The latest 
standard is AUTOSAR which is currently being introduced into mass production, but still HIS and 
OSEK are active in industry. The hardware standards which are widely used today are LIN [14], 
CAN [15], FlexRay [16], MOST [17], Ethernet (for a limited set of applications). All standards 
(except MOST) use copper wire as transmission medium, while LIN which uses twisted pair of 
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copper  wire.  Twisted  pair  of  copper  wire  has  characteristic  that  eliminate  the  electromagnetic 
interference almost completely. The MOST bus is different to all standards as it uses optical fibres 
as transmission medium [2].

The concept of networking all the components inside the vehicle provides many system-
level benefits over traditional mechanical ways, such as [4]: 

 The complex wiring which is required between each ECUs in point-to-point communication 
is  reduced  and  which  results  in  low  system cost,  weight,  reliability,  serviceability  and 
installation time.

 The flexibility of adding new functions  is achieved by making changes in the software. 
 Eliminates the need for multiple sensors by sharing common sensor data on the network. 

1.2 In-Vehicle Communication Protocols 

All the ECUs act as different nodes of  in-vehicle network, and they communicate using a 
standard  protocol  called  as  Vehicle  Bus  Protocol. Vehicle  Bus  Protocols are  used  for 
communication between different ECUs inside a vehicle. The most common vehicle bus protocols 
include : 

 LIN (Local Interconnect Network)
 CAN (Controller Area Network)
 Byteflight
 MOST (Media Oriented Systems Transport)
 TTP (Time-Triggered Protocol)
 TT-CAN (Time-Triggered CAN)
 FlexRay

1.2.1 Evolution of In-Vehicle Communication Protocols 

Figure  1,  shows  the  evolution  of  different  bus  systems  over  the  period  of  time.  The  X-axis  
represents the year in which the bus system evolved, and Y-axis represents the bit rate (transmission 
speed). 

Figure 1 : Evolution of Bus Systems in the Vehicle [3]
(Source: adapted from Emotive GmbH, 2011)
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All bus systems are shown as circles in the graph, and the area of the circle represents the 
rough estimate of the cost of a bus node. The small circles in the bottom left of the graph indicate  
the bus systems which evolved in early 90's and which are almost out dated. On the bottom right of 
the graph sits the bus LIN, which came into market few years back is less expensive than low-speed 
CAN. On the top right we can see FlexRay which is definitely more expensive and powerful than 
CAN. As the area of circle of MOST bus is more it indicated that it's more expensive and used only 
in certain kind of applications [3].

1.2.2 Classification of In-Vehicle Communication Protocols 

SAE  (Society  of  Automotive  Engineers)  introduced  classification  of  bus  system  (Vehicle  Bus 
Protocols) based on bit rate. They classified as Diagnose, Class A, Class B, Class C, Class C+, 
Class D as shown in Table 1, and all the available bus protocols fall into these classes. Class A bus 
system bit rate is less than 25 Kbps, and typical example of this class is LIN used only for simple 
tasks in the body electronics. A Class B bus system bit rate is in range 25-125 Kbps, and is used for 
more demanding tasks of the body electronics; typical example of this class is low-speed CAN. 
Next,  Class C bus range is  from 125-1000 Kbps,  used in power-train and chassis  applications. 
Generally  high-speed  CAN is  used  with  bit  rate  of  500 Kbps.  The  Class  C+  is  not  officially 
approved by SAE, but that class is typically used for  FlexRay with bit rate of 10 Mbps. Lastly, 
MOST typically used for high speed data rates of 150 Mbps [3]. 

CLASS BIT RATE BUS SYSTEM APPLICATION

Diagnose < 10 Kbps ISO 9141 (K-Line) Workshop & Emissions

A < 25 Kbps LIN, SAE J1587/1707 Body Electronics 

B 25 - 125 Kbps Low-Speed CAN Body Electronics

C 125 - 1000 Kbps High-Speed CAN powertrain and chassis

C+ > 1 Mbps FlexRay, TTP Steer & Brake by Wire

D > 10 Mbps MOST Multimedia

Table 1 : Classification of Bus Systems based on bit rate [3]
(Source: adapted from Emotive GmbH, 2011)

The different automotive network technologies used by distributed embedded real-time systems, 
can be classified into two broad categories based on where there major applications are found as : 

 Wired - LIN, CAN, Byteflight, MOST, TTP, TT-CAN, FlexRay.
 Wireless - Bluetooth, ZigBee.

1.3 Wired Communication Protocols 

1.3.1 CAN (Controller Area Network) 

Robert Bosch GmbH, first introduced the serial bus system Controller Area Network (CAN) at the 
society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) in 1986. Soon it became an industry standard and it used by 
all most all major car manufacturers. It's also used in other types of vehicles such as trains, ships 
and  became  one  of  the  most  dominating  bus  protocols.  Today CAN is  the  most  widely  used 
automotive network which offers flexibility and robust communication with bounded delay and also 
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low cost and simplicity. It offers bandwidth rates of up to 1 Mbps.  
CAN is an asynchronous serial bus network that connects devices, sensors and actuators in a 

system or sub-system for control applications. The different characteristics of the CAN network are 
electrical voltage levels, signalling schemes, wiring impedance, maximum baud rates and more. 
These  characteristics  are  generally  specified  by  physical  layer  specifications,  but  Bosch  CAN 
specification does not mention physical layer specifications. During the course of time, two major 
physical layer designs commonly refereed as  High-speed CAN (ISO 11898-2,  SAE J2284) and 
Low-speed CAN (ISO 11898-3) become the basic physical layer specifications used in most CAN 
applications.  Both  of  them  communicate  using  a  differential  voltage  on  a  pair  of  wires.  As 
mentioned in Table 1, High-speed CAN networks allows transfer rates of up to 1 Mbps, whereas  
Low-speed CAN networks allows devices to communicate with rates of up to 125 Kbps. Also Low-
speed CAN allows data traffic even if there is wiring fault [4].

The key benefits of CAN bus are [6]  
 Low-cost, Light-weight Network.
 Broadcast Communication.
 Priority.
 Error Capabilities.

Low-cost, Light-weight Network : CAN provides a platform for all the nodes to communicate each 
other in an inexpensive and durable way. As all the ECUs have a single CAN interface instead of  
analog and digital inputs to every node, it reduces the overall cost and weight in automobiles.

Broadcast Communication : Each node of the network has CAN controller chip which controls the 
communication. As each node can see all the messages it decides whether the message is relevant to 
it or it should be filtered. This structure allows modifications to CAN networks with minimal effect.  
Also non-transmitting nodes can be added to the network without any modifications.

Priority : Every message has a priority, and if two nodes tries to send message at same time, the  
message with higher  priority gets  transmitted  and lower priority message  gets  postponed.  This 
property helps networks to meet deterministic timing constraints. 

Error Capabilities : Error checking is performed on frame's content by using Cyclic Redundancy 
Code (CRC). All nodes neglect the frames with errors and it is indicated to the network. If too many 
errors are detected from a particular node then it disconnects itself from the network completely.

Typical CAN Applications 

Typical CAN Applications : 

1. Safety Passenger Occupant Detection, Electronic Parking Brake 

2. Body Control Motor Control, Power Door, Sunroof and Lift Gate, HVAC, Low-End 
Body, Controller (Lighting, Network Control)

3. Chassis Motor Control, Watchdog

4. Powertrain Vacuum Leak Detection, Electronic Throttle Control, Watchdog

Table 2 : CAN Applications [4]
(Source: adapted from Freescale Semiconductor, 2006)
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1.3.2 LIN (Local Interconnect Network)  

Local Interconnect Network (LIN) is a low cost serial communication system intended to be used 
for communication between different ECUs in vehicles. As CAN network was too expensive to 
implement every ECU, it led to the development of LIN. Also the compatibility problems arose 
because of using different serial communication systems by different car manufacturers has led to 
the development of LIN network. As a result in the late 1990s, the LIN Consortium was founded by 
five European car makers (BMW, Volkswagen, Volvo Cars, Daimler), Volcano Automotive Group 
and Motorola. The first fully implemented LIN specification was published in November 2002 as 
LIN version 1.3.  Additional  diagnostic  features  were added in version 2.0 which is  released in 
September 2003.   

LIN acts  as  a  sub-bus  system for  CAN,  especially  used  for  automotive  sensor/actuator 
applications  networks  to  reduce  the  cost.  LIN is  a  universal  asynchronous  receiver-transmitter 
(UART)-based,  single-master,  multiple-slave  networking  architecture.  It  provides  cost-effective 
solutions for connecting motors, switches, sensors and lamps in the vehicle. LIN bus system uses 
master-slave principle, typically it comprises of 1 master and 12 slaves. A master control unit (node) 
inform the  individual  slave  controllers  (node)  by  a  master  request  message.  All  messages  are 
initiated by master with at most one slave replying the message. The master is typically is a micro-
controller, whereas the slaves are implemented as ASICs. The master control unit also acts as a 
gateway between CAN and LIN, and it extends all the benefits of in-vehicle networking to the 
individual sensors and actuators by connecting LIN with higher-level networks, such as CAN [4]. 

LIN Key Benefits 

The key benefits of LIN bus are [4], [5]  
 It acts as a sub-network to CAN in a cost-effective manner.
 Enables effective communication for sensors and actuators, which don't need the bandwidth 

and versatility of CAN bus system.
  Synchronization mechanism allows the clock recovery by slave control units without quartz 

or ceramics resonator. 
 Nodes can be added to the LIN network without  requiring any change in  the hardware 

/software of other slave nodes.
 The clock synchronization,  the simplicity of UART communication,  and the single-wire 

medium are the major factors for the cost efficiency of LIN.
 No  specific  hardware  is  required  as  LIN  protocol  can  be  generated  by  standard 

asynchronous communication interfaces (SCI, UART).

Typical LIN Applications 

Typical LIN Applications : 

1. Steering Wheel Cruise Control, Wiper, Turning Light, Climate Control, Radio

2. Roof Rain Sensor, Light Sensor, Light Control, Sun Roof

3. Engine/Climate Sensors, Small Motors, Control Panel (Climate)

4. Door/Seat Mirror, Central ECU, Mirror Switch, Window Lift, Door Lock, Seat 
Position Motors, Occupant Sensors, Seat Control Panel

Table 3 : LIN Applications [4]
(Source: adapted from Freescale Semiconductor, 2006)
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1.3.3 MOST (Media Oriented System Transport) 

Automobiles have evolved from having a simple electronics to having a variety of sophisticated 
entertainment and information media as per the customer demands. Today's cars have more features 
than  many other  Audio/Video (A/V)  applications  such  as  home A/V distribution,  security  A/V 
systems and industrial applications. All these components (devices) must communicate with each 
other  in  most  effective  way  [9].  As  a  result,  the  MOST (Media  Oriented  System  Transport) 
Cooperation was established in 1998, by BMW, Daimler,  Harman/Becker  and SMSC (formerly 
OASIS Silicon Systems). Soon MOST became a standard for transmission of multimedia data in the 
vehicle. MOST Cooperation is made up of 15 automotive OEMs and more than 70 device producers 
[10]. The first MOST based automobile is BMW 7 Series and it came into market in October 2001. 
Since then all major car manufacturers started using MOST. 

Standard hardware and software interfaces let the components to communicate each other in 
an efficient and cost effective way. MOST uses a single interconnection to transport audio, video, 
data  and control  information.  It  supports  efficient  and low cost  communication  using  different 
physical layers such as fiberoptic, shielded or unshielded twisted pair wires. It supports data rates 
25, 50 and 150 Mbps [11]. 

The key features of the MOST Networks are [9]:
 Ease of Use 
 It supports wide range of applications with varied bandwidth requirements
 Supports both synchronous and asynchronous data transfer
 High degree of data integrity and low jitter
 Offers lot of flexibility
 Low implementation cost

1.3.4 TTP (Time-Triggered Protocol) 

The Time-Triggered protocol (TTP) is a low cost data communication system which was developed 
to handle safety critical applications. It is a part of of the Time Triggered Architecture (TTA) by 
TTA-Group [12] and TTTech (Time-Triggered Technology) [13]. 

Today's vehicles are equipped with almost 70 ECUs and each ECU is almost independent of 
all  other  ECUs  in  the  network.  All  ECUs  exchange  information  via  an  event-triggered 
communication with low speed, and most ECUs continue their operation even if communication 
fails. So, next generation vehicles needed an integrated electronic architecture for safety-critical 
applications. The major reasons for this shift are Cost, Stability and Reliability, Safety, and Multiple 
uses of sensors. The Time Triggered Architecture (TTA) and its core technology, the time-triggered 
communication protocol TTP are specifically designed to meet these requirements [13]. 

TTP was  first  introduced  in  1994  as  a  pure  Time  Division  Multiple  Access  (TDMA) 
protocol,  but  today it  is  available  in  two versions as  TTP/A [18]  and TTP/C [19].  TTP/A is  a 
master/slave TDMA protocol,  whereas  TTP/C is  a  fully distributed  TDMA protocol  with  more 
focus towards safety-critical applications because of which it is more complex and expensive than 
TTP/A. It is generally used in systems such as x-by-wire and avionics. X-by-wire is a generic term 
used, when the hydraulic or mechanical systems are replaced by sophisticated electrical components 
such  as  sensors  and  actuators.  'X'  in  x-by-wire  is  generally  a  vehicle  control  such as  throttle, 
steering, braking, shifting, and clutch (x-by-wire is discussed in more detail in section 2.1 of chapter 
2). TTP/C implements many fault tolerant mechanisms so it ensures that there is no single failure 
which  stops  the  communication.  The  disadvantage  is  it  is  very  predictable  and  less  flexible 
compared to FlexRay [7]. 
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In TTP/C, communication is organized into TDMA rounds. A TDMA round is divided into 
fixed number of slots, and all TDMA rounds are of same duration. Each individual node is allocated 
one slot and it must send messages in that slot only i.e. a message cannot be sent in a slot which is  
not predefined for it. If a message is not sent in the allocated slot that slot remains empty. It is also 
possible to send messages from different nodes in same slot using a multiplexing scheme, but we 
must make sure that two nodes don’t transmit message in same time [7]. During the start of the  
system all nodes download the statically defined schedule. The schedule defines only order and 
length of the slots but not their contents. Figure 2 shows a TDMA scenario, where message m1 is  
scheduled for slot1, and message m2 for slot2 etc. However, as the schedule is run some slots are 
empty causing loss in bandwidth. 

As  messages  are  sent  in  predefined  slots,  the  behaviour  of  TDMA network  is  very 
predictable and deterministic. Therefore TDMA networks are suitable for safety-critical systems 
with hard real-times.  A drawback of  TDMA networks  is  that  they are somewhat  inflexible,  as  
message can't be sent in slot other than predefined slot. Also, if message is shorter than the allocated 
slot, then bandwidth is wasted since unused portion of the slot cannot be used by another message.  
Frames are transmitted at speeds of 5-25 Mbps and research is going on to reach speeds of 1 Gbps  
using  an  Ethernet  based  star  architecture.  TTP can be used  both  with  twisted  pair  and optical  
medium [7].  

TDMA Cluster Cycle
                        

TDMA Round           TDMA Round     TDMA Round
                           

          S1            S2            S3           S1         S2                S3            S1         S2               S3

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23  
                                                                                       t

                                  
       Figure 2 : TDMA message transmission [7]                 S = TDMA slot

                                                      (Source: T. Nolte, 2006)                                    t = time

The cluster cycle is a recurring sequence of TDMA rounds; in different rounds different 
messages can be transmitted in the frames, but in each cluster cycle the complete set of messages is  
repeated [13]. Although TTP is good for safety-critical applications it is not a good choice for x-by-
wire applications because of its limited flexibility, higher cost. This has led to the development of  
FlexRay (described below). However TTP is preferred for avionics applications.  

1.3.5 TT-CAN (Time-Triggered CAN) 

Time-Triggered CAN (TT-CAN) was introduced in 1999 and it is an extension of event-triggered 
CAN protocol. It is hybrid TDMA which allows both even-triggered and time-triggered traffic. It is 
mainly developed for  x-by-wire  systems,  but  it  does  not  provide  same level  of  fault  tolerance 
(response to unexpected software or hardware failure) as other x-by-wire systems such as TTP and 
FlexRay.  It  is  a  centralised  TDMA protocol  in  which  one  node acts  as  a  time-master  and it's 
responsible for scheduling and clock synchronization of the system [7]. 

In TT-CAN communication is based on periodic transmission of a reference message via 
time-master. Time-master sends a specific message called Reference Message (RM), using which it 
schedules and synchronizes all nodes. Also this RM can be triggered by an external event. Messages 
are transmitted in cycles called as Basic Cycles (BC) that contain fixed length time windows. These 
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windows are of different types:  Reference Message, Exclusive Window, Arbitration window and 
Free Window. 

Based on RM a number of  exclusive  windows are defined (they are  similar  to  slots  in 
TDMA). Each node has specific exclusive window which send data frames similar to TDMA. Free 
window is used for possible future expansions of TT-CAN protocol. TT-CAN is limited to data 
transmission rate of 1 Mbps.

The two different levels of TT-CAN implementation are Level 1 and Level 2. Level 1 TT-
CAN  supports  only  TDMA  scheduling,  whereas  Level  2  additionally  provides  a  globally 
synchronized  clock.  The  advantages  of  TT-CAN are  it  supports  both  event  and time  triggered 
traffic.  Also its  on top  of  standard CAN which allows easy transition  from CAN to TT-CAN. 
However it is not the first choice for x-by-wire systems due to same limitations as CAN, i.e., low 
fault tolerance and low bandwidth [7]. 

1.3.6 Byteflight  

Byteflight was introduced by BMW in 1996, and further developed by BMW, ELMOS, Infineon, 
Motorola and Tyco EC [7]. The period between 1990's and 2000 CAN is the most preferred bus 
system used for in-vehicle networking in all passenger cars. It is mostly used in automotive industry 
because of  its  simplicity,  good efficiency.  Also low cost  of  CAN chips  and development  tools 
further fuelled their usage in networks. The serious performance limitation of CAN network is it's  
maximum allowed transmission speed (bandwidth) of 1 Mbps. Also its not deterministic enough for 
systems  that  require  high  dependability.  Although  TTCAN  overcomes  this  drawback,  but  still 
suffers  from bandwidth limitation [8].  Flexibility,  support for  event-triggered traffic  and higher 
bandwidth are the main driving forces for development of Byteflight [7]. 

In the early 2000 several communication protocols evolved such as TTP (Time-Triggered 
Protocol),  Byteflight,  FlexRay that  exhibits  a  fully deterministic  behaviour  and are suitable  for 
systems that require high dependability. Although TTP evolved before Byteflight, chips requiring 
that level of performance have appeared in market very lately than compared to Byteflight. As TTP 
uses TDMA approach, it assigns the network capacity to different nodes in a static and permanent 
way. Thus allocation of slots cannot be changed because of which, addition of new nodes requires 
reconfiguration of whole system. By contrast, Byteflight allows addition of new nodes whenever 
required, so no static slot allocation is needed. FlexRay is a combination of Byteflight and Time-
Triggered properties [8].

  
       FTDMA   S1           S2             S3             S4                       S5 S6                  S = FTDMA slot 

 Δ                            Δ                                       Δ  Δ              Δ= Small time offset
                                                                                                   t = Time 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
    

Figure 3 : FTDMA message transmission [7]
(Source: T. Nolte, 2006)

Byteflight is a Flexible TDMA (FTDMA) network typically using a star topology. As regular 
TDMA networks, FTDMA networks avoid collisions by dividing time into slots. However, FTDMA 
networks use mini slotting (slots of small size) concept for efficient bandwidth usage. FTDMA is 
similar to TDMA, but the only difference is slot size, which is not fixed. The slot size will depend 
on whether the slot is used or not. If a slot is used then FTDMA slot size is same as TDMA slot size, 
but if a slot is not used then within a small time Δ, the schedule will move to its next slot. So, in 
FTDMA unused slots will be shorter compared to TDMA network where all slots have same size, 
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which helps in saving bandwidth. Figure 3 shows transmission of two messages m1 and m2. As 
there is no message to send in slot 1, so immediately after small time Δ, message m1 transmission  
starts in slot 2 at time 1 and continues till time 5. So, as immediately after small time Δ the schedule 
moved to next slot, it resulted in efficient bandwidth usage for FTDMA [7]. 

Byteflight  uses  mini-slotting  technique for  scheduling  messages  in  a  cyclic  manner.  A 
distributed  system is  network  of  many nodes,  and in  mini-slotting  technique each node of  the 
system maintains a slot counter (to track the slot number). A specialised node called as Sync master 
(any  node  can  be  sync  master),  initiates  the  communication  cycle  periodically  by  sending  a 
synchronization  pulse  (sync  pulse).  The  sync  pulse  resets  all  slot  counters  to  0.  All  messages 
assigned to nodes have distinct frame identifier (FrameID) to avoid collisions. Whenever a node has 
a message with FrameID equal to slot counter, the node will send its message. Because of unique 
message FrameID we know which node transmitted the message. The assignment of FrameID to 
nodes is static and decided offline, during the design phase. Once a message is sent, all nodes will 
increase their slot counter by one. If no message is sent within a short time Δ, then slot counter is 
increased  again.  This  way messages  are  scheduled  based  on  their  FrameID.  The  value  of  the 
FrameID tells the priority of the message. The lower the FrameID value the higher the priority of  
the message and higher the chance of being transmitted [7, 28]. 

If a node suffers a  babbling idiot failure problem, then it sends extra messages onto bus 
which may lead to starvation of other nodes on the bus. One key strength of Byteflight is it greatly 
limits the babbling idiots failure problem (compared to CAN), since each node can only transmit a 
message when its FrameID matches the slot counter. Another strength of Byteflight is it supports 
efficient event-triggered transmission (although it supports both event-triggered and time-triggered 
transmission) [7]. 

1.3.7 FlexRay 

Automotive  networks  such  as  CAN,  TTP,  MOST and  Byteflight  will  not  satisfy  the  industry 
requirements when it comes to future x-by-wire systems. X-by-wire is a generic term used, when 
the hydraulic or mechanical systems are replaced by sophisticated electrical components such as 
sensors and actuators. The increase in number of sensors and actuators led to the increase in amount 
and quality of data required to manage them. So the demand for high data rates, fault-tolerance, and 
deterministic performance has outrun the existing bus systems. So, automotive industry needed an 
next generation bus system for x-by-wire applications and this led to the development of FlexRay. 
FlexRay supports  data  rates  of  up to  10 Mbps.  It  was started in  1998 by BMW and Daimler-
Chrysler but now all major car manufacturers have joined and formed the FlexRay consortium. In 
the middle of 2004 the protocol specification was made public. 

FlexRay is a time-triggered extension to Byteflight (which is event-triggered) and it provides 
high-speed  fault-tolerant  communication.  It  is  a  hybrid  communication  protocol  which  allows 
sharing  of  the  bus  between  both  time-triggered  and  event-triggered  messages.  In  the  FlexRay 
protocol,  media  access  control  (communication)  is  based  on a  recurring  communication cycle. 
Within one communication cycle FlexRay offers the choice of two media access schemes. These are 
static  TDMA scheme  (same  as  TTP),  and  a  dynamic  mini-slotting  based  scheme  (same  as 
Byteflight) [16]. The communication cycle consists of the static (ST) segment, the dynamic (DYN) 
segment,  the symbol window  and the network idle time (NIT). The time-triggered messages are 
sent on the ST segment using TDMA access scheme, and the event-triggered messages on the DYN 
segment using FTDMA access  scheme.  So it  combines  both  time-triggered  TDMA and  event-
triggered friendly FTDMA. The symbol window is a communication period in which a symbol can 
be transmitted on the network. The network idle time is a communication-free period that concludes 
each communication cycle [7].
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Key Benefits [4]

 Increased network throughput
 Highly deterministic response times
 Dual channel redundancy
 System-wide synchronized time base

One of the key benefits of the FlexRay is it offers high level of fault tolerance for x-by-wire 
applications,  for  which  dual  channels  are  needed  for  communication.  Dual  channels  are  more 
expensive  than  single  channel  but  it  is  desirable  if  one  channel  fails  still  we  continue 
communication.  Using  dual  channels  the  same  slot  can  be  used  by  two  different  nodes  thus 
increasing the flexibility of the systems. It provides double bandwidth if different message frames 
are sent on two channels in the same slot, or redundancy if one channel fails [7]. These benefits 
results in vehicle network architecture that is very simple. The overall wiring in the car is reduced, 
which reduces weight of the networked subsystem. Mechanical parts are replaced by x-by-wire 
systems (electromechanical systems). The combination of all these benefits helps the industry to 
build next-generation vehicles that are safer, more intelligent, more reliable, more environmentally 
friendly and offer an improved overall driving experience. 

Typical FlexRay Applications  

Typical FlexRay Applications

1. Wheel Node Fail-safe, Low to Medium Performance

2. Body Control Module (BCM) High Performance, Low Power 

3. x-by-wire Master Highest Level of Fault Tolerance

Table 4 : FlexRay Applications [4]
(Source: adapted from Freescale Semiconductor, 2006)

1.4 Wireless Communication Protocols  

Wireless communication protocols can be used within the vehicle (in-vehicle) and between the 
vehicle and its surroundings (inter-vehicle). Bluetooth and ZigBee are two most commonly used 
wireless  communication  protocols;  however  discussion  on  these  technologies  goes  beyond  the 
scope of this thesis. 

1.5 Summary

This  chapter  presents  the  overview  of  different  in-Vehicle  communication  protocols  used  by 
distributed embedded real-time systems. The goal is to give an overview of protocols and present 
latest  technological  developments.  A finding of overview is  that  FlexRay is  the most  preferred 
communication protocol in the automotive domain when it comes to future x-by-wire systems. As 
the scope of thesis is limited to only FlexRay, more attention is given to it in chapter 2, presenting 
details of FlexRay. 
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CHAPTER 2

FlexRay Protocol  
The  purpose  of  this  chapter  is  to  present  the  FlexRay  communication  protocol  in  detail.  In 
particular,  FlexRay's  importance  for  safety-critical  applications,  FlexRay  communication 
architecture, FlexRay bus access are presented. The chapter is then summarised by putting these 
concepts and terms into the scope of this thesis. 

2.1 FlexRay for safety-critical applications 

Byteflight was developed especially for use in passive safety systems (airbags). But in order to fulfil 
the requirements of active safety systems, byteflight was further developed by FlexRay consortium 
especially for  time-determinism and fault-tolerance.  Till  now the data  exchange between many 
control devices, sensors and actuators in automobiles is mainly carried out via CAN network [24]. 
However,   recent technology advancements has pushed the industry for replacing the hydraulic 
parts of systems such as steering and braking with electronics. These new systems needed a high-
speed bus networks, and are commonly called as  x-by-wire systems. X-by-wire systems must be 
fault-tolerant,  deterministic,  and should have synchronized time base (global  time) for safety-
critical applications [7]. 

 Fault-tolerance :  A system is said to be fault-tolerant if it continues its normal operation 
despite the presence of hardware or software faults. A fault can cause an error which might 
result  in  a  failure.  Fault-tolerant  (typically  safety-critical)  systems  are  built  so  they  are 
tolerant to defective circuits, line failures etc., and constructed using redundant hardware 
and software architectures. 

 Deterministic : A system is said to be deterministic if it provides guarantee in terms of time 
i.e., it allows to know the transmission time of a message. All safety-critical applications 
must be deterministic i.e. messages have to be sent at predefined time instants. For example 
consider an air-bag system, it must be inflated at exactly the correct time, not too early nor 
too late. 

 Global time : In order to implement synchronous functions and to optimize the bandwidth 
by means of  small  distances between two messages,  all  nodes in the network require  a 
common time base (global time). For clock synchronization, synchronization messages are 
transmitted in the static segment of the cycle. The FlexRay nodes utilize a special algorithm 
to correct their local clocks so that all of them run synchronously to a global clock.

FlexRay fulfils all these requirements as it is a deterministic and fault-tolerant serial bus 
system with data rates of 10 Mbps (comparatively CAN is non-deterministic and has data rate of 
500  Kbps  only)  for  extremely  safety-  and  time-critical  applications.  Also  FlexRay  has  time-
triggered  communication  (comparatively  CAN  is  event-triggered)  which  not  only  ensures 
deterministic  data  communication;  it  also  ensures  that  all  nodes  of  a  FlexRay  cluster  can  be 
developed and tested independent of one another. In addition, addition or removal of FlexRay nodes 
in an existing cluster will not impact the communication process and this pursues the goal of reuse. 
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2.2 FlexRay Communication Architecture 

A FlexRay communication system (FlexRay Cluster) is the interconnection of different FlexRay 
Nodes, and they all communicate using a physical transmission medium called as FlexRay Bus. A 
FlexRay cluster  is  based  on  any of  a  number  of  different  physical  topologies,  since  it  is  not 
restricted  to  any specific  physical  topology [23].  Figure  4,  shows a FlexRay cluster  with  four 
different nodes, and all the nodes send their messages on the FlexRay bus according to predefined 
communication schedule. 

FlexRay uses unshielded  twisted pair cabling for connecting different nodes. It supports 
both  single-  and  dual-channel  configurations  with  one  and  two  pairs  of  wires  respectively.  It 
supports differential signalling on each pair of wires to reduce the effect of external noise without 
the necessity of expensive shielding.  Dual-channel configuration offers enhanced fault-tolerance 
and increased bandwidth which minimize the risk of failure. Each channel operates at a data rate of 
10 Mbps, and if redundant channel is used then data rate increases to 20 Mbps. The choice between 
fault-tolerance and increased bandwidth can be made individually for each message [29].  

B1 A1 A2 C1 B2 D1 C2 D2

Figure 4 : FlexRay Communication System 

2.2.1 FlexRay Topologies  

FlexRay communication takes place in two ways:  Passive Topologies and  Active Topologies. As 
FlexRay communication is not restricted to any specific physical topology; a simple point-to-point 
connection is just as feasible as a line topology or star topology. Selecting right topology helps 
designer to optimize cost, performance, and reliability for a given design [23]. 

 Point-to-point : In this topology two nodes are directly interconnected by FlexRay bus. 
According to Electrical Physical Specification (EPL Specification) the length of line should 
not exceed 24 meters. 

 Passive Star : If three or more nodes are to be interconnected then it is done via a central  
but passive star node. This type of topology is referred to as a passive star topology. As per  
EPL Specification the length of line should not exceed 24 meters. Also no more than 22 
nodes should be connected in a passive star. 
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Figure 5 : FlexRay Topologies [3]

(Source: adapted from Emotive GmbH, 2011)

 Line Topology : If at least four nodes are to be connected in a network, then the system 
designer has a choice between the passive star and line topology. In this topology the nodes 
are connected to the bus via separate tap lines (stubs). This topology can also be used with a 
redundant channel i.e. two channels are used for data transfer. As per EPL Specification the 
length of line between two nodes should not exceed 24 meters when channels are operated 
at  10 Mbps.  If  data  rate on channels is  reduced then more distance is  allowed between 
nodes. Also no more than 22 nodes should be connected to the line topology. 

 Active  Star Topology  : Instead  of  passive  connection,  the  FlexRay nodes  can  also  be 
interconnected with active star  coupler  (passive star  is  replaced).  An active star  coupler 
accepts signals via a communication branch, amplifies them and distributes them to all other 
communication branches. Again the maximum distance between coupler and node should 
not exceed 24 meters. The advantage of this topology is that it avoids error propagation by 
disconnecting  faulty  nodes  from coupler.  Since  long wires  causes  more  electromagnetic 
noise, using many nodes (active star topology) reduces the amount of wire exposed and can 
help to increase noise immunity. 

Figure 6 : Hybrid Topology [3]
(Source: adapted from Emotive GmbH, 2011)

  Hybrid Topology :  The hybrid is  a  mix of  line and active  star  topology.  It  combines 
advantage of cost from line while applying the advantage of performance and reliability of 
active star.
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2.3 FlexRay Bus Access 

2.3.1 Bus Access Principle  

The nodes of a FlexRay cluster are granted access to the communication medium (FlexRay bus) in 
two ways: (1) The TDMA method, and (2) The FTDMA, which is based on TDMA. 

In the TDMA method all the nodes cannot access the bus in an uncontrolled manner; they 
must act according to previously defined communication schedule. As per schedule a specific time 
slot of equal length is allocated to each message per communication cycle. The communication 
schedule is executed periodically by all the nodes during the communication process; which implies 
that all the messages are sent in specific slots i.e. deterministically. The communication schedule is 
precisely called as  FlexRay communication cycle [23]. In all the chapters of this report FlexRay 
communication cycle is also called as communication cycle or simply cycle. 

For asynchronous processes or for sporadic transmission of messages the TDMA method is 
not the ideal solution. For this reason another segment is added to communication cycle called as 
dynamic segment. Now communication cycle is composed of two segments: ST segment and DYN 
segment. The DYN segment is based on the FTDMA (Flexible TDMA) method. The difference 
between the FTDMA and TDMA method is that the messages (defined in communication schedule) 
are transmitted by the respective node as needed. So the time at which a message is transmitted is  
not predictable. 

2.3.2 Communication Cycle 

As described in FlexRay Protocol Specification [16], the communication cycle is the fundamental 
element of the media access scheme within FlexRay. This cycle is defined in a timing hierarchy 
which consists of four levels: (1) communication cycle level, (2) arbitration level, (3) macrotick 
level, (4) microtick level. Figure 7 shows different levels of the hierarchy.

   
Figure 7 : Timing hierarchy within the communication cycle [16]
(Source: FlexRay Protocol Specification, Version 2.1, Revision A)
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The highest level i.e. the communication cycle level consists of the ST segment,  the DYN 
segment, the symbol window, and the NIT. Within the ST segment a static TDMA scheme is used 
for transmission of messages. Within the DYN segment a dynamic mini-slotting based scheme is 
used for transmission of messages.  The symbol window is a communication period in which a 
symbol can be transmitted on the network. Symbol window is used to transmit symbols such as 
collision avoidance symbol which is used to indicate the start of the first communication cycle to 
each node. The media test symbol for testing bus guardian, and wake-up symbol for waking up the 
FlexRay cluster. The network idle time serves as a phase during which the node performs clock 
synchronization and communication related tasks. However discussion of symbol window and NIT 
are  out  of  scope of  this  thesis;  if  needed more  information  can  be  found in  FlexRay protocol 
specification [16].

The communication cycle has two compulsory time segments; they are the ST segment and 
NIT. The ST segment is used for deterministic transmission of messages, while NIT is needed for 
clock  synchronization  and  data  transmission  occurs  in  this  segment.  Optional  segments  of 
communication cycle are DYN segment and symbol window. The DYN segment is used for event-
driven message transmission; and if included it comes after ST segment. The symbol window for 
transmitting different symbols. As only ST and NIT segments are compulsory, the different cycle 
variants are possible and are: (1) ST and NIT, (2) ST, DYN and NIT, (3) ST, DYN, symbol window 
and NIT, (4) ST, symbol window, and NIT [16, 23]. 

The next lower level after communication cycle level is the  arbitration grid level. In this 
level ST segment is made up of consecutive time intervals, called  static (ST) slots; while DYN 
segment is made up of consecutive time intervals, called  minislots. The next level is  macrotick  
level that is defined by macroticks, which are assigned to individual segments. All macroticks are 
separated by boundaries called as action points. It is a specific instant at which transmissions shall 
start (in the ST segment, DYN segment and symbol window) and shall end (only in DYN segment).  
The lower level is microtick level that is defined by microticks, the smallest time unit of the local 
clocks. Each macrotick is composed of number of microticks [16].  

2.3.3  Static Segment 

As the ST segment  is  the  compulsory segment  of  communication cycle;  it  is  present  in  every 
communication cycle. As discussed in earlier sections it uses TDMA access scheme, by which it 
guarantees equidistant data transmission that is very important for the distributed control systems. 
The ST segment is divided into a number of time slots called as gNumberOfStaticSlots (FlexRay 
2005) of ST slots and all are of equal length. The length of an ST slot is specified by the FlexRay  
global configuration parameter  gdStaticSlot (FlexRay 2005). All ST slots consist of an identical 
number of macroticks. The length and number of ST slots are determined by the configuration 
parameters of the communication controller (it is a part of FlexRay node). These parameters are 
global parameters i.e. they are same in all the controllers of a network [26]. Each ST slot is reserved 
for a particular communication controller for transmission of a frame. This reservation only relates 
to one channel. On other channels, the same slot can be reserved for the same or another controller 
for transmission of a frame. 

The configuration parameters also determine which controller is transmitting message in the 
particular static slot. Only sending controller knows the information of the message; the receiving 
controller do not possess any knowledge about the transmitter of the frame nor it contents. The 
receiving nodes are configured solely to receive from a specific slot. Hence the content of a frame is 
determined by its position in the communication cycle. Alternatively, a message ID in the payload 
section of the frame can be used to identify message uniquely. The message ID uniquely tells the 
receivers which information is contained in the frame [26]. 
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In  order  to  schedule  transmissions  each  node  maintains  a  slot  counter state  variable 
vSlotCounter for channel A and a slot counter state variable vSlotCounter for channel B (FlexRay 
2005). Both slot counters are initialized with 1 during the start of the communication cycle and 
incremented at the end of each slot [16]. During any ST slot, only one node is allowed to send on  
the bus, and that is the node which holds the message with FrameID equal to the current value of 
the slot counter. The assignment of FrameID to nodes is static and decided offline, during design 
phase [28]. Figure 8 shows the message transmission for a single node within the ST segment. In 
slot 1 the node transmits a frame on channel A and channel B. In slot 2 the node transmits a frame 
only on channel A, and no frame in slot 3.

                                  slot counter channel A
                         1                           2                           3  
    Channel A                                                                                           .......
                                                                                                                                Time 
    Channel B                                                                                           .......
                          1                         2                            3
                                 slot counter channel B
                            static slot 1           static slot 2           static slot 3

                         static segment containing gNumberOfStaticSlots static slots
  

Figure 8 : Structure of ST segment [16]
(Source: FlexRay Protocol Specification, Version 2.1, Revision A)

Consider that node transmits same message in the slot 1 on both channels. If one channel  
fails  then the  message can be transmitted  on other  channel  (fault  tolerant).  However  the  other 
channel (redundant channel) can be used to increase the data rate instead of fault tolerance. All the 
static slots of static segment will follow this approach i.e. different messages are transmitted on two 
channels. The advantage of FlexRay is the choice between fault tolerance and increased data rate 
can be made independently for each individual FlexRay message [23].

As the number of static slots is determined by global configuration parameters; a maximum 
of 1023 static slots may be defined. The static segment has at least 2 minimum static slots, because 
at least 2 FlexRay nodes are needed to generate the global time base (synchronization). So we need 
at least 2 static slots for assigning to these FlexRay nodes.   

2.3.4 Dynamic Segment 

The DYN segment is an optional segment in the communication cycle. If present, it always 
follows the ST segment.  FlexRay bus allows the transmission of both time-triggered and event-
triggered messages. The ST segment is used for transmission of time-triggered messages and the 
DYN segment for event-triggered messages. The communication slots of the ST segment are fixed, 
and equal length, and are determined during design phase. Thus, during later stages of development 
the changes in message scheduling (adding new messages) is difficult in the ST segment slots. On 
contrary, the DYN segment offers more flexibility for such incremental design [30]. 

The DYN segment is divided into equal length slots called as minislots, and is equal to 
gNumberOfMinislots. If no message is sent during a certain slot, then the DYN slot will have a 
very small length  gdMinislot minislot, otherwise the DYN slot will have a length equal with the 
number of minislots needed for transmitting the whole message (FlexRay 2005). This can be seen in 
Figure 9b, where in cycle 2 , the DYN slot 1 is empty so its length is very small, but where as in  
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DYN slot  2  message  m8  transmission  starts  and  its  occupies  four  minislots.  Each  minislot  is 
numbered by a  minislot counter. The minislot counter starts the count from the beginning of the 
DYN segment (with initial value '1') and is incremented at the end of each minislot. As shown in 
Figure 9b, there are 7 minislots in the DYN segment of cycle 1. The minislot counter is reset at the 
end of each cycle. So, the count of minislots starts from 1 again in next cycle. There are two slot  
counters, corresponding to the ST and DYN segments;  they are  ST slot counter and  DYN slot  
counter (as seen in Figure 9b). 

a)
            Node 1                         Node 2                          Node 3                             Node 4

     
     

b)

                       
        Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3        Cycle 4

  
         
    ST          DYN      ST             DYN ST     DYN ST DYN
              
        1 2 3 4 5 6 7                  1 2 3 4 5 6 7                  1 2 3 4 5 6 7                    1 2 3 4 5 6 7
m1 m3 m2 m4 m5 m6

  1      2   3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1   2   3    1 2         3 4   1     2    3 1    2 3          1    2     3    1 2 3 4

       

                
Figure 9 : FlexRay communication cycle example [28]

(Source: Pop .T et al, 2008)

ST slot counter is used to count the number of ST slots present in the cycle. It starts the 
count from the beginning of the ST segment (with initial value '1'), and is incremented at the end of 
each ST slot. The ST slot counter is reset at the end of each cycle. DYN slot counter starts the count  
from the beginning of the DYN segment (with initial value '1') but the incrementation of the counter 
value depends on whether the message transmission starts or not in the particular minislot. Suppose 
if a message transmission doesn't start in a particular minislot, then the counter value is incremented 
at the end of that minislot. But if a message transmission starts in a particular minislot, then the 
counter value is incremented only at the end of the minislot in which it finishes its transmission. For 
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example, consider DYN segment of cycle 2 as seen in Figure 9b. In the first minislot (minislot 1) 
the value of DYN slot counter is '1', and as no message transmission starts in minislot 1 its value is 
incremented at the end of minislot 1. So now in minislot 2 the value of DYN slot counter is '2', and 
its starts the transmission of message m8. Since its start transmission of message m8, the DYN slot 
counter value is not incremented at the end of minislot 2 but it's incremented at the end of minislot 5 
(where it finishes its transmission). So DYN slot counter value is '3' in minislot 6, not in minislot 3. 
The DYN slot counter is reset at the end of each cycle.  

During any slot (ST or DYN), only one node is allowed to send on the bus, and that is the 
node which holds the message with the FrameID equal to the current value of slot counter (ST or 
DYN). The assignment of FrameIDs to nodes is static and decided offline, during the design phase. 
Each node that sends messages has one or more ST and/or DYN slots associated to it. For example, 
in Figure 9a, node 1 has been allocated ST slot 1 of first ST cycle for sending message m1 (this can  
be seen as entry "1/1") and no DYN slot. Similarly, node 3 has been allocated ST slot 3 of second 
ST cycle for sending message m3 (this can be seen as entry "2/3") and DYN slot 2 for sending 
message m8 (this can be seen as priority "2").  

Each message transmitted on the DYN segment is given a unique priority (FrameID) value. 
The message with lower FrameID value is considered as a high priority message.  At the beginning 
of each DYN segment, the highest priority message is allowed to be transmitted by occupying the 
required number of minislots. However, if the message is not ready, then only one minislot is used. 
In either case the bus is then given to the next highest priority message and same process continues 
until the end of the DYN segment. Figure 9a shows an illustrative example for four nodes. Let m7 
be the highest priority message (say priority 1), then m8 (say priority 2) and then m10 (say priority 
3). So m7 must get bus access at the start of DYN segment as it is highest priority message. Thus if  
m7 misses its turn, as as shown in cycle 2 of the Figure 9b, one minislot is wasted, after which the 
next higher priority message, m8 is allowed to access the bus in cycle 2. The entire cycle 1 is empty 
as no messages are ready [30].

The transmission of the message in the DYN segment not only depends on the priority value 
of  the  message,  but  also  on  a  value  called  pLatestTx.  PLatestTx  denotes  the  highest  minislot 
counter value at which message transmission is allowed. In other words, pLatestTx value is used to 
check whether there are enough minislots left in the DYN segment for a particular message to be 
transmitted.  The  value  of  pLatestTx  is  statically  configured  during  design  time.  The  value  of 
pLatestTx is calculated as 

pLatestTx = (total number of minislots - length of message) + 1
So, the pLatestTx value of m7 is 6, m8 is 4, and m10 is 4. So, a message is successfully transmitted 
on DYN segment, only if it satisfies two conditions: (1) The priority (FrameID) value of a particular 
message must be equal to slot counter value. (2) The minislot counter value should not be greater 
than pLatestTx value. For example, in cycle 2 of Figure 9b, the transmission of m8 starts only when 
DYN slot counter value is 2 (as m8's priority is 2), and minislot counter value less than pLatestTx 
(2 < 4) [30]. 

2.4 Summary

This chapter presents technical details of FlexRay that are necessary for this thesis. Apart from that, 
why FlexRay is  used  for  safety-critical  applications  is  described.  It  is  presented  how FlexRay 
communication takes place in different topologies. Also the bus access mechanism is presented; and 
communication cycle is explained in detail. 

FlexRay  is  the  de-facto  standard  for  high  speed  safety-critical  communications  in 
automotive domain. Many new protocols are emerging such as TTEthernet which can also be used 
for safety-critical applications.     
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CHAPTER 3  

SystemC Simulator for FlexRay DYN Segment 
The timing analysis of FlexRay involve the analysis of temporal behaviour over its communication 
cycles. As discussed in chapter 2, the FlexRay communication cycles allows both time-triggered 
and event-triggered messages. The static (ST) segment allows time-triggered transmission, while 
dynamic (DYN) segment allows event-triggered transmission. In the ST segment each message that 
is to be transmitted is assigned to a unique slot, and it is transmitted only during that slot. Hence, ST 
segment assures predictability of the response time of the transmitted messages.  But, the DYN 
segment transmits messages based on their priorities; so the delay suffered by a message depends 
on the interferences by its higher priority messages. Computing interferences of the higher priority 
messages is a challenging problem for the DYN segment of FlexRay [32]. So, in order to compute 
interferences of the higher priority messages one way is to use simulation technique. Simulation is  
an important  analysis  tool  in  the development  of distributed systems,  as it  is  used to  test  new 
protocols and assess their performance. For large and complex systems, simulation complements 
effectively off-line mathematical analysis tools. This chapter presents a SystemC based simulator 
for  estimating  the  delay suffered  by a  message  because  of  the  interferences  of  higher  priority 
messages. 

The main contributions of this chapter can be summarised as:

 In this project, the DYN segment of the FlexRay communication protocol is modelled and 
simulated on system level using the system description language SystemC. 

  The entire simulator model is presented in the form of a diagram (as seen in Figure 10), 
explaining how different modules of the project interacting with each other. 

 Each module of the project are presented in detail, namely the Input Generator Module, the 
Message Module and the Dynamic Segment Module.

 The entire model is simulated and the delay suffered by each message instance because of 
higher priority messages is estimated. Estimation of delay is done by taking no-jitter/jitter 
(difference between invocation time and running time) into consideration. 
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3.1 SystemC Simulator Model

  Figure 10 : Simulator Model for DYN segment of the FlexRay protocol
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The  simulator  model  described  in  Figure  10  consists  of  three  different  modules:  (1)  Input  
Generator Module, (2) Message Module, and (3) Dynamic Segment Module. All these modules 
will interact with each other and simulate the message transmissions on the DYN segment of the 
FlexRay protocol. In order to simulate the message transmission, first they must be generated and 
the task of generating messages is done by the module input generator. The number of messages 
generated by this module is a runtime parameter and is given during the simulation. The generated 
messages  will  have  properties  like  length (number  of  minislots  message  occupies),  priority 
(indicates FrameID of message),  pLatestTx (maximum minislot counter value at which message 
transmission is allowed), and period (time at which message is generated in millisecond). Figure 10 
shows three different messages m1, m2, and m3 generated by the input generator module with the 
above mentioned properties. As the generated messages have periods, so the task of incrementing 
the message instance buffer (the buffer which counts the message occurrences) at each positive 
edge of the clock period is done by message module. For example, if message m1 has a period of 4 
ms, then the buffer is incremented at each positive edge of the clock i.e. at time 4 ms, 8 ms, 12 ms 
etc. The mini-slotting technique of the DYN segment is implemented by module dynamic segment. 
Whenever a buffer of a particular message has a value greater than '0', and that message satisfies the 
conditions (priority and pLatestTx) as discussed in section 2.3.4 Dynamic Segment of chapter 2, 
this  module transmits the messages.   Because of these conditions, lower priority messages will 
suffer delays because of higher priority messages. The studying of these message delays is useful in 
timing analysis of the DYN segment. The next sections of this chapter explain in detail of each 
module.  

3.1.1 Input Generator Module:

The module named Input Generator is used to generate the random inputs which are needed for 
modelling the DYN segment of the FlexRay protocol. It generates the messages which are to be 
sent on DYN segment of FlexRay. The number of messages to be generated is a runtime parameter 
and it is given during the simulation. Each message generated will have four properties: length, 
priority, pLatestTx, and period. All these properties have some range of values, which are based on 
some rules as given in Table 5. First, the length of a message is generated randomly between the 
range 2-15 minislots. The length value of a message indicates the number of minislots it occupies in 
the DYN segment.  Also, different messages can have same length. Secondly, depending on the 
length  and  number  of  minislots  (it  is  also  a  runtime  parameter  which  is  given  during  the 
simulation), the maximum value of priority for a message is calculated as shown in Table 5. The 
messages generated doesn’t share same priority value, all messages have a unique priority value. 
The message with lower value is considered as a higher priority message. Thirdly, the period value 
depends on the duration of the communication cycle, which is also a runtime parameter and is given 
during the simulation. Different messages can have same period value. Lastly, the pLatestTx value 
is calculated from the length and number of minislots as shown in Table 5. 

Property Minimum Value Maximum Value 

length 2 15

priority 1 Number of minislots - length

period Communication Cycle 
Duration

5*(Communication Cycle Duration)

pLatestTx (Number of minislots - length) + 1

Table 5 : Message properties value range
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For example,  if  during  simulation  time we specify the  number  of  messages  need to  be 
generated is 10, then the input generator module will generate 10 messages as shown in Figure 11. 
The generated messages have unique priority value,  but  can have same length,  pLatestTx,  and 
period. The period shown in Figure 11 is displayed in seconds, and number of minislots given at 
runtime is 20. For example, the period of message m0 is 7000 seconds or 7 milliseconds. 

 Figure 11 : Inputs generated during simulation 

3.1.2 Message Module :

The module named Message Module is used to create the processes (spawn the processes) for each 
and every individual message generated. But the number of messages that need to be generated is a 
run time parameter and is given after simulation starts, so we need to create dynamic processes not  
static  processes.  A  SystemC  module  is  simply  a  C++  class  definition.  Normally,  a  macro 
SC_MODULE is used to declare the class. For example, the module named message_module is 
defined  as  SC_MODULE(message_module)  {...},  and  is  equivalent  to  strut  message_module  
: sc_module {...},  where the base class sc_module is provided by the SystemC class library.  In 
SystemC,  processes are used to describe functionality. SystemC provides three different process 
abstractions:  methods (asynchronous  blocks),  threads (asynchronous  processes)  and  clocked 
threads (synchronous  processes)  [33].  These  are  declared  by  macros  SC_METHOD, 
SC_THREAD, SC_CTHREAD.  All  these processes are  called as  simulation processes and are 
scheduled by simulation kernel for execution. Simulation processes are simply member functions of 
SC_MODULE classes that are registered with the simulation kernel [34].

In  a  SystemC module,  the  processes  (static)  are  created  in  SC_MODULE constructors 
(defined by macro  SC_CTOR) via the SC_METHOD and SC_THREAD macros. In other words 
they are created prior to the execution of simulation. But in order to create processes after the start  
of simulation (dynamic processes) we need to use sc_spawn() API. The implementations use a part 
of the publicly available boost library (www.boost.org). In particular the boost::bind templates are 
used.  The  macro  SC_INCLUDE_DYNAMIC_PROCESSES must  be  defined  before  including 
"systemc.h" in order for the right header files to get included [35]. This way of creating processes 
i.e. by spawning functions at will is a more sophisticated way of creating processes. The sc_spawn() 
can be seen as a super-set of the existing SC_THREAD, SC_METHOD macros [36].  

An  alternative  approach  to  creating  constructors  is  done  by  using  macro  called 
SC_HAS_PROCESS. The main purpose of using this approach is when we require constructors 
with arguments beyond just the instance name. For message module we are passing the value of  
number of messages (which is a runtime parameter) to this constructor. The dynamic processes are 
spawned  (launched)  from  the  constructor  using  sc_spawn().  The  constructor  will  spawn  the 
processes equal to the number of the messages. For example, if during simulation time if we specify 
the number of messages as 10, then the constructor will spawn 10 processes. By default, all the 
spawned processes are threads processes, but if we need then as method processes we can specify it. 
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All the spawned processes are made sensitive to the positive edge of their respective clocks. 
So whenever the positive edge of the particular clock occurs the respective processes are invoked 
by the scheduler. For example, consider the message 'm1' shown in Figure 10. The clock of message 
'm1' has a period of 4 ms, which means the positive edge of the clock occurs at 0 ms, 4 ms, 8 ms, 12 
ms etc. till the duration of simulation time. The process won't be called at 0 ms as it is specified as  
dont_initialize() in the constructor. The dont_initialize() doesn't call the process at the start of the 
simulation. At 4 ms the second positive edge occurs, so the message 'm1' buffer is incremented to 1. 
A buffer is used to store each message instance, which occurs at each positive edge of the clock. 
The buffer value of m1 = 1, indicates that one instance of m1 is ready to be sent on FlexRay DYN 
segment. Once, the message instance is ready, it is sent on DYN segment when priority of that 
message is equal to DYN slot counter and pLatestTx not greater than minislot counter (as discussed 
in section 2.3.4 dynamic segment of chapter 2). The buffer is decremented after that message is 
sent.  
  

a)

                                                                                           
     m1 clock                       
             Time(ms) 
                       4                                        8                                    12

b)

       m1 clock

Queuing Jitter = 1243 us                       353 us                            742 us
  Time(ms) 

                        4                8       12

Figure 12 : Buffer of a message clock incrementing for no-jitter/jitter case

The buffer value of a particular message is incremented immediately after simulator sees the 
positive edge of its clock if Jitter is not taken into consideration. Here jitter means queuing jitter. In 
our context, jitter is the delay between the time at which the positive edge of the message clock 
occurs, and the time at which the buffer of that message is incremented. If we take the jitter into 
consideration, the buffer of a message is incremented after jitter time is passed. For example, if we 
consider same message m1 (as discussed above) with clock period 4 ms, and if jitter time is say 
1243 us, then the buffer is incremented after time 5.243 ms (but not at time 4 ms). Figure 12a, 
shows the m1 clock and its buffer when no jitter is considered, whereas Figure 12b shows the same 
m1 clock and its buffer when jitter is taken into consideration. Once the buffer of any particular 
message has message instances, then that message is sent on the DYN segment of the FlexRay if it  
satisfies the conditions related to priority and pLatestTx. 
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3.1.3 Dynamic Segment Module :

The module named Dynamic Segment, is used to model the functionality of the DYN segment of 
the FlexRay protocol. It is used to model the minislot based mechanism which was described in 
section 2.3.4 dynamic segment of chapter 2. A SystemC module is simply a C++ class definition. 
For example, the module named dynamic_segment is defined as SC_MODULE(dynamic_segment)  
{...}. Modules input ports are declared by sc_in<T>, output ports are declared by sc_out<T> (where 
T is an arbitrary data type). Module dynamic segment has two clocks called as dyn_clk, ms_clk. In 
SystemC, processes are used to describe functionality. So, the module dynamic segment has three 
simulation  processes:  dyn_slot_start_method,  dyn_slot_end_method,  and minislot_method.  The 
processes  dyn_slot_start_method,  dyn_slot_end_method  describes  what  the  dynamic  segment 
module does during the start and end of the DYN segment. The process minislot_method describes 
the mini-slotting mechanism of the DYN segment. 

An SC_MODULE class can also have processes that are not executed by the simulation 
kernel. But these processes are invoked as ordinary functions calls from the simulation processes of 
the SC_MODULE class as normally done in C++ [34]. All the simulation processes are registered 
with  the  simulation  kernel,  and  this  registration  occurs  within  the  module  class  constructor 
SC_CTOR. The registered processes are made sensitive to clocks declared in module class using 
sensitive command. Making a process sensitive to a clock means, the simulation kernel schedules 
that process when the clock occurs. A process can be made sensitive to both the edges of the clock 
i.e.,  to  both  positive  edge  and  negative  edge  of  the  clock.  For  example,  the  process 
dyn_slot_start_method is  made sensitive to positive edge of the dyn_clk.  Similarly,  the process 
dyn_slot_end_method is sensitive to negative edge of the dyn_clk, and minislot_method is sensitive 
to  positive  edge  of  ms_clk.  The  process  dyn_slot_start_method  will  be  executed  by  kernel 
whenever positive edge of dyn_clk occurs, like point shown by arrow A in Figure 13. Similarly,  
dyn_slot_end_method is scheduled whenever negative edge of dyn_clk occurs, like point shown by 
arrow B in Figure 13. SystemC allows tracing the clocks, and the wave forms shown in Figure 13 
are a part of VCD trace for clocks dyn_clk and ms_clk. The trace shown in Figure 13 is only part of  
the entire simulation time (the time till which we wish to run simulation).  

Figure 13 : Part of VCD trace for dyn_clk & ms_clk 

The process which implements the mini-slotting mechanism of the DYN segment is  the 
minislot_method, and this process is scheduled whenever the positive edge of ms_clk occurs. Even 
though the minislot_method is scheduled many times, the method starts executing only when both 
the clocks dyn_clk, ms_clk are positive (as seen by points shown by arrow A and arrow C in Figure  
13). Once the method starts executing, the successful transmission of a message depends on three 
conditions:  (1)  priority,  (2)  pLatestTx,  and (3) Message instance buffer values  (as  described in 
section  2.3.4  dynamic  segment  of  chapter  2).  All  these  conditions  are  checked  in  the 
minislot_method before successful transmission of a message.  
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3.1.4 Starting Simulation :

Figure 14 : Source code file structure [33]
(Source: Joachim Gerlach et al )

Figure 14, shows the source code file structure of all the three modules and the main file. In 
SystemC, the program execution starts from sc_main(). The runtime parameters which are needed 
for modelling the DYN segment of FlexRay are given before sc_start(). The table in Figure 10, 
shows the different runtime parameters given such as minislot clock duration, number of minislots 
in the DYN segment, ST offset, and communication cycle duration. After the parameters are taken, 
the simulation is started by sc_start(). The sc_start() takes the simulation time as parameter, which 
indicates the time till which the simulation lasts. The model is experimented by taking different 
inputs  (different  values  of  runtime  parameters)  each  time  and  the  delays  of  different  message 
instance are written into a file. With the same set of values the model is simulated again by taking 
jitter into consideration, and again the values are written into a file. Once the message instance 
delay values are written into a file, they are plotted into graphs to study the delay effects of without 
jitter and with jitter. 
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CHAPTER 4  

Experimental Results
The simulator model for the DYN segment of the FlexRay protocol is implemented in SystemC 
language. The simulator model consists of three modules input generator module, message module, 
and dynamic segment module as discussed in Chapter 3. All these modules are compiled and run 
from the shell script. The shell script is used to automate the execution of simulator model by taking 
no-jitter/jitter into consideration i.e, it runs the model with no-jitter/jitter and writes the delays of 
messages instances  into a  data  file.  The GNU Octave is  then used to  plot  graphs for  message 
instance delays using a Matlab script which access the data file. The overall execution flow of the 
simulator is shown in Figure 15. All the experiments were conducted on a windows 7 machine 
running a Intel Core2 Quad CPU Q9550 with 2.83 GHz speed. The system type is 64-bit operating 
system and installed memory (RAM) 8 GB. 

Figure 15 : Simulator execution flow 
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The execution flow starts with when we run the shell script. First, the script compiles all the  
three modules and during runtime it asks the parameters such as minislot clock duration (typically 
8-12 us),  number  of  minislots,  static  offset,  duration  of  communication  cycle,  simulation  time 
(given in milliseconds), number of messages, and number of times (tries) of messages execution. 
Figure 16 shows the sample runtime parameters which are asked during the run of the script. 

Figure 16 : Sample runtime parameters

Once the parameters are entered then the input generator module is called which generates 
input messages. These messages are assigned clocks in message module and then transmitted on 
DYN segment using dynamic segment module. First, the message transmission is done by taking 
no-jitter  into  consideration.  Secondly,  the  message  transmission  is  done  by  taking  jitter  into 
consideration. In both the cases, delays of the message instances sent of the DYN segment are 
written into a file. These message transmissions both with no-jitter/jitter are automated in the shell 
script. Figure 17 shows 10 messages, 20 messages, and 30 messages are sent twice (as tries = 2), 
and each time with no-jitter and jitter. For each try new inputs are generated.  

Figure 17 : Sample execution flow for 10 messages and 20 messages
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Try 2Try 1

NoJitter NoJitterJitter Jitter
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10  1   0   0   1   1560 10  1   0   1   1   2786
10  1   0   0   2   1060 10  1   0   1   2   2896  
10  1   0   0   3   560 10  1   0   1   3   2112
10  1   0   0   4   60 10  1   0   1   4   1733
10  1   1   0   1   2892 10  1   1   1   1   2864
10  1   1   0   2   3388 10  1   1   1   2   846
10  1   2   0   1   1608 10  1   2   1   1   3443
10  1   2   0   2   604 10  1   2   1   2   2894
10  1   2   0   3   3104 10  1   2   1   3   1720
10  1   2   0   4   2136 10  1   2   1   4   768
10  1   2   0   5   1108 10  1   2   1   5   199
10  1   3   0   1   2200 10  1   3   1   1   1371
10  1   3   0   2   1872 10  1   3   1   2   1097
10  1   3   0   3   1232 10  1   3   1   3   654
10  1   3   0   4   868 10  1   3   1   4   3706
10  1   3   0   5   348 10  1   3   1   5   3385
10  1   3   0   6   3368 10  1   3   1   6   3094
10  1   3   0   7   2704 10  1   3   1   7   2455
10  1   3   0   8   2400 10  1   3   1   8   1612
10  1   3   0   9   1844 10  1   3   1   9   1471
10  1   3   0   10  1372 10  1   3   1   10  359
10  1   3   0   11  732 10  1   3   1   11  613
10  1   3   0   12  200 10  1   4   1   1   2521
10  1   4   0   1   260 10  1   4   1   2   514
10  1   4   0   2   1292 10  1   4   1   3   1367
10  1   4   0   3   2408 10  1   4   1   4   2465
10  1   4   0   4   3428 10  1   4   1   5   82
10  1   4   0   5   764 10  1   4   1   6   1476
10  1   4   0   6   1904 10  1   4   1   7   2382
10  1   4   0   7   2792 10  1   5   1   1   368
10  1   4   0   8   260 10  1   5   1   2   2845
10  1   5   0   1   1440 10  1   5   1   3   944
10  1   5   0   2   76 10  1   5   1   4   3211
10  1   5   0   3   2072 10  1   5   1   5   2076
10  1   5   0   4   588 10  1   5   1   6   557
10  1   5   0   5   2608 10  1   5   1   7   2808
10  1   5   0   6   944 10  1   5   1   8   636
10  1   5   0   7   3084 10  1   5   1   9   2821
10  1   5   0   8   1576 10  1   6   1   1   2761
10  1   5   0   9   3440 10  1   6   1   2   4042
10  1   6   0   1   560 10  1   6   1   3   1607
10  1   6   0   2   1532 10  1   6   1   4   6065
10  1   6   0   3   5888 10  1   6   1   5   3946
10  1   6   0   4   7064 10  1   6   1   6   5232
10  1   6   0   5   4664 10  1   6   1   7   2622
10  1   6   0   6   5696 10  1   7   1   1   2671
10  1   6   0   7   3032 10  1   7   1   2   22764
10  1   6   0   8   560 10  1   8   1   1   45058
10  1   7   0   1   12092
10  1   8   0   1   68
10  1   8   0   2   18188

Figure 18 : Part of message delays data file for 10 messages try 1
(left table for no-jitter and right for jitter)
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C1  C2   C3   C4   C5  C6
===================

 Column Description

  C1 ---> Total number of 
   messages

  C2 ---> Try Number
  C3 ---> Message number
  C4 ---> 0 - NoJitter

   1 - Jitter
  C5 ---> Message instance 

   number
  C6 ---> Delay of message 

   instance (us)

C1  C2   C3   C4   C5  C6
===================



Figure 18, shows the part of message delays data file when 10 messages are sent. Left table 
show values for try 1 of 10 messages with no-jitter, and right table show values for try 1 of 10 
messages with jitter. Any particular row in the file can be interpreted as follows - suppose consider 
last row of left table in Figure 18. 

This row indicates that out of total 10 messages sent in try 1, the message m8's 2nd instance 
suffered a delay of 18188 us when no-jitter is considered. 

4.1 Experiments 

Now lets see in Case 1, Case 2 how the delays of messages are effected when we run the 
simulation  for  two  different  simulation  time  values,  but  giving  same values  for  other  runtime 
parameters. Note that even though we give same runtime parameters for both the cases (except 
simulation time), we have to remember that different random inputs are generated in each case and 
in each try. Once we start running the script, it asks us to enter runtime parameters (like as shown in 
Figure 16). Lets suppose that we have given the following values as runtime parameter values: 

 Clock duration for minislot generation = 12 us
 Number of minislots required for DYN segment = 100 minislots
 Static offset = 2000 us
 Communication cycle duration = 4000 us
 Simulation time = 1000 ms (Case 1) & 10000 ms (Case 2)
 Number of messages = 10, 20 
 Number of tries for messages = 2 times 

The last two parameters indicate that we want to send a total of 10 messages for 2 times (try 1 & try 
2), and a total of 20 messages for 2 times (try 1 & try 2). 

Case 1 : 

Once we start running the script, it asks for runtime parameters values and they are given as shown 
above. For case 1 we are running the simulation for 1000 ms. As we are sending 10 messages for 2 
times (try 1 and try2), and 20 messages for 2 times (try 1 and try 2), we get a total of 4 graphs as  
shown in Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 21, and Figure 22 in next pages. Each figure shows the  
number of messages sent (each sub-plots) out of the total number of messages allowed to send on 
DYN segment.  For  example,  Figure  21  shows that  16  messages  are  sent  out  of  a  total  of  20 
messages allowed to send on DYN segment.  Each sub-plot  in  every figure indicates the delay 
suffered by a particular message instances. In the same sub-plot the delays are plotted when both 
no-jitter and jitter are taken into consideration. 
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Figure 19 : The delay suffered by different messages when a total of 10 messages are sent for 1 st time (try 1) for a simulation time of 1000 ms. 
Each sub-plot indicates the delay vs instance number of a particular message. In each sub-plot delays are plotted for both no-jitter and jitter cases. 

green line indicates the no-jitter case and red line for jitter case.
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Figure 20 : The delay suffered by different messages when a total of 10 messages are sent for 2 nd time (try 2) for a simulation time of 1000 ms . 
Each sub-plot indicates the delay vs instance number of a particular message. In each sub-plot delays are plotted for both no-jitter and jitter cases. 

green line indicates the no-jitter case and red line for jitter case.
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Figure 21 : The delay suffered by different messages when a total of 20 messages are sent for 1 st time (try 1) for a simulation time of 1000 ms. 
Each sub-plot indicates the delay vs instance number of a particular message. In each sub-plot delays are plotted for both no-jitter and jitter cases. 

green line indicates the no-jitter case and red line for jitter case.
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Figure 22 : The delay suffered by different messages when a total of 20 messages are sent for 2 nd time (try 2) for a simulation time of 1000 ms. 
Each sub-plot indicates the delay vs instance number of a particular message. In each sub-plot delays are plotted for both no-jitter and jitter cases. 

green line indicates the no-jitter case and red line for jitter case.
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From the above figures (Figure 19, 20, 21, 22) it can be observed that the delay variation when jitter 
is  taken  consideration  is  more  for  most  of  the  messages  than  compared  to  when  jitter  is  not 
considered (no-jitter). For example, Figure 23a shows that delay variation of Message-3 is more 
when jitter is considered (indicated by red line) than compared to no-jitter (indicated by green line).

Figure 23 : Delay variations for Message-3 & Message-4 when jitter is considered 
(indicated by red line) 
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Similarly, Figure 23b shows that delay variation of Message-4 is more when jitter is considered 
(indicated by red line) than compared to no-jitter  (indicated by green line).  In both Figure 23a 
(which is zoomed sub-plot from Figure 19), Figure 23b (which is zoomed sub-plot from Figure 21), 
the dot indicates the delay for a particular instance. 

From Figure 19,  20,  21,  22 it  can also be observed that  for certain messages  only few 
instances (in some cases only 1 instance indicated by dot) are sent, and for most of the messages 
many instances are sent. Consider Message-18 from Figure 22, from sub-plot we can observe that 
only 1 instance is sent indicated by a small dot. 

Case 2 : 

Once we start running the script, it asks for runtime parameters values and they are given as shown 
in section 4.1, but for case 2 we are running the simulation for 10000 ms. As we are sending 10 
messages for 2 times (try 1 and try2), and 20 messages for 2 times (try 1 and try 2), we get a total of 
4 graphs as shown in Figure 24, Figure 25, Figure 26, and Figure 27 in next pages. Each figure 
shows the number of messages sent (each sub-plots) out of the total number of messages allowed to 
send on DYN segment. For example, Figure 24 shows that 8 messages are sent out of a total of 10 
messages allowed to send on DYN segment.  Each sub-plot  in  every figure indicates the delay 
suffered by a particular message instances. In the same sub-plot the delays are plotted when both 
no-jitter and jitter are taken into consideration. 

When the simulation time is increased from 1000 ms (Case 1) to 10000 ms (Case 2), it can 
be clearly seen that the variation in delay because of jitter is more than compared to no-jitter.  
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Figure 24 : The delay suffered by different messages when a total of 10 messages are sent for 1 st time (try 1) for a simulation time of 10000 ms. 
Each sub-plot indicates the delay vs instance number of a particular message. In each sub-plot delays are plotted for both no-jitter and jitter cases. 

green line indicates the no-jitter case and red line for jitter case.
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Figure 25 : The delay suffered by different messages when a total of 10 messages are sent for 2 nd time (try 2) for a simulation time of 10000 ms. 
Each sub-plot indicates the delay vs instance number of a particular message. In each sub-plot delays are plotted for both no-jitter and jitter cases. 

green line indicates the no-jitter case and red line for jitter case.
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Figure 26 : The delay suffered by different messages when a total of 20 messages are sent for 1 st time (try 1) for a simulation time of 10000 ms. 
Each sub-plot indicates the delay vs instance number of a particular message. In each sub-plot delays are plotted for both no-jitter and jitter cases. 

green line indicates the no-jitter case and red line for jitter case.
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Figure 27 : The delay suffered by different messages when a total of 20 messages are sent for 2 nd time (try 2) for a simulation time of 10000 ms. 
Each sub-plot indicates the delay vs instance number of a particular message. In each sub-plot delays are plotted for both no-jitter and jitter cases. 

green line indicates the no-jitter case and red line for jitter case.
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusion
We have modelled and simulated the DYN segment of the FlexRay protocol using a simulator 
developed  in  SystemC  language.  The  simulator  estimated  the  delay  suffered  by  the  message 
instances because of the interferences of higher priority messages. First,  the delay estimation is 
done by taking no jitter into consideration, and then by taking jitter into consideration. We have 
noted that there is more variation in the delay suffered by the message instances when jitter  is 
considered. Also this variation in the delay is more when we increase the simulation time.

Future Work
In this thesis we have limited the values of message properties to certain range (as seen in Table 5 of 
Section 3.1.1 in Chapter 3), and the messages sent on the DYN segment depend a lot on these 
properties. For example, we have assumed that the length of the message is between the ranges of 
2-15 minislots, but if we reduce/increase the length range then more/less messages might be sent on 
the DYN segment and we can find interesting variations in delays. Similarly, we assumed certain 
range for message period, so we can also do experiments by changing the period range. Also, the 
delay variations depend on the runtime parameters (as seen in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4). So we can 
do experiments with different runtime parameters. 

For distributed real-time applications,  simulation methodology is  very important because 
simulations act as an essential input at design time, and also in situations when no formal timing 
analysis is available. Also, tool may provide inputs like delay distribution, jitter distribution that 
may then be used by formal analysis  tools which helps the designers in maintaining quality of 
service (QoS). Simulations are also used to validate the formal analysis approaches, by estimating 
their degree of pessimism.
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